
Baseline Writing Assessment

Dean Boelter makes an evident point that who you tell information to, and how that
information is used is in the creator's hands. The responsibility of making sure thoughts of
ideas you create go to the right minds, without letting it fall to evil, completely relies on the
bearer of such ideas. I can confidently state that I am in agreement with Boelter on this
argument because a person who produces ideas has the main responsibility of whether or
not such products are kept within good use and not evil with the use of trust and control.

Allowing one's ideas to be given freely to anyone is a bad trait and can cause chaos
between communities if individuals are using the information for the benefit of evil. If a
person is too open about what their mind produces they are in complete responsibility for
where their thoughts land because they are the ones who lost control of who is receiving that
information allowing others to use that information freely and disabling the option to be
confident that it is used purely for the good. Boelter makes it clear that “products of your
mind” can be used for good or evil and it is necessary for it to be used for the good, so losing
control over where one's thoughts go will shutdown their control over whether or not the
ideas are left to be in the hands of good or evil. This means that knowing for sure that you
keep this information in hands of good is something that requires control to perform to have
the correct acts of responsibility when dealing with how managed the situation is. When a
person loses control of where their thoughts go and they’re too open to people about ideas
this ultimately leads to the inevitable use for evil because people will freely consume that
information causing it to spread around and eventually land in the wrong hands to use for
evil which completely disables the requirement to keep valuable information in the hands of
good.

Trust is a major key factor when determining who can handle and hold the information
that the mind creates without letting it spill to evil hands. To allow information to only be kept
within good hands it is necessary to have a trusting bond between a person before releasing
ideas because trust is a good indicator to know how such information will be used giving you
more control over how your ideas are used. Boelter states that you must remember that the
information and ideas one produces will either be utilized for the good or bad, so you need to
keep in mind that this knowledge should only be disputed towards the ones you can hold
trust with to keep it all within the area of good use. This is saying that entrusting one with
your information in your mind is a major responsibility you are giving that person which is all
based on how they will act with those ideas. To disable possibilities for corrupt use of
products of the mind one needs to possess trust with the people they share their information
with because this will only increase the possibility for this information to be kept within good
intentions and allow one to know their ideas are being kept in an environment they trust in
order to keep that control over how the products are spread around, but also kept within
good use. Some may say that one shouldn’t be responsible for someone else's actions since
you aren’t the one who is directly using the information for evil, but you being the one to tell
them that information brings liability to you and to how it would follow through after one's
interactions. So although you aren’t having evil intentions you have to apply yourself for
responsibility since it was you who needed to trust in that person in order to keep your
products of mind in good use.

In all, making sure the information one produce form their mind goes to the right
hands and isn’t used for the use of evil is all based on how that person is responsible with



that information because they need to front that they can correctly involve trust and control
into their actions to protect from evil use and keep it in hands of the good. Trust is a key
source in keeping information safe from evil because it creates a barrier that only allows
ones that you can assure will keep good to interact with your ideas. The other key point is
control which is necessary for the ideas to be kept in safe hands because it allows you to
keep track of where and how your information is being used so it doesn’t become known to
everyone.


